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Arh]yuis of the recent series of test runs on the monopropelJant

rocicet noba' has been completed, ill.ustrating the sulitalA.Lity of the

techniquxese mployed to make nessuremaxits ,and providing a rough check

otu the pressure-time lag relationship used in Crocco's original the*-

retical treatment* Accuracy of the measurements was not adequate to

provide a detailed check of the thsor~s howev-rb so thAi further refine-

ment and development of the instrumentation has been initiated. Results,

wre reported indetal. in Appendix P of the present report.

Dynamic flow calibrations were delayed both by the instrumentation

refinement program and by a failure of the flow mnodul~ating unit, evidently'

due to mia.functioning of the gas-pressurized- lubricati on system. Repair

of the unit,, wbion included construction of a now connhecting rods piston,

and cylinder assemb.y is nearing comletion as of this date. The hot-

wire flow phasetueter has been moified and refined, and is now available

for Anami1.calibrations. The Li mas flow mieter has again been returned

Opertio of hemproved Li..iu pressure pickuips has been satisfac-

tor onalltess t~daesand it is planned to use these pickups in thsir

prevent -configuration on the bipropejllant system. A detai~.ed history of

the ir 4. Iowmeatr up to thisa sta go a ppea rs iA Appondix, C of the 'Present

reporto

Construction of the b~propeliant test stand Is complete. Flow# and,

pressure calibrations of F~oth propellant systems be ve begun* Testing of

the bipropoJiant flow modulating unit will be prerformed at the concluision

of the ate&4.ette flow checks. Photographs of the various components

appear in the present report.
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* A* Object

Buker Contract Noas 52-713-c was undertaken as a part of the

jet propulsion research program *of the Department of Aeronautical En-.

gineering at Princeton to "conduct an investigation of the general prob-

lem of combustion instabilit) in liquid propellant rocket engines."

This program shall consist of theoretical anal.,ses and experimental

verification of theory. The ultimate objective shall be the collection

of sufficient data that shall permit the rocket engine to produce power

plants which are relatively free of the phenomena of instability. Interest

shall center in that form of unstable operation which is characterized by

high frequency vibrations and is commonly known as vscreamineI".

B. Histo'y

*Interest at Princeton in the problem of combution instability

in liquid propellant rocket motors was given impetus by a Bureau of

-Aeronautics symposium held at the Naval Research Laboratory on the 7th

and 8th of December 1950* This interest resulted in theoretical analyses

by Professors ho Summerfield and L. Crocco. of this Center.

Professor Suzmerfield' r work, "Theory of Unstable Combustion in

Liquid Propellant.Hocket Systems" (JARS, September 1951), considers the

effects of both inertia in the liquid propellant feed lines and combustion

chamber capacitance with a constant combustion time lag, and applies to

the case of low (up to about 200 cycles per second) frequency oscillations

some times called Nchugging',

Professor Crocco advanced the concept of the pressure dependence of

time lag iii mid-1951; his paper 'AOkpkto of Combustion Stability in Liquid

Propellant Rocket Lotors" <JARS, November 1951 and Jan-Feb. 1952), presents

the fundamentals resulting from tWs concept, and analyzes the cases of
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low frequency instability with monopropellants, low frequency instability

with bipropellants and high frequencd instability, withi cobustion con-

centrated at the end of the conm.ustion chanber.

Desirinr to submit the concept of a pressure de'.endent time lag to

experimental test, a preiminmiry proposal was made by the University to

the Pureau of Aeronautics in the summer of 191, and following a formal

request, a revised proosal was submitted which resulted in Contract Noas

52-713-c.

Analytical studies with concentrated and distriLuted comustion had

been carried on in the meantime under Profe.sor Crocco's rirecton nnd

within the sponsorsnip of the Guggenheir Jet Irou.Lsion Center by S. I.

Cheng and were issued as his Ph.D. thesis, "Intrinsic High Frequency

Carbustion Instability in a Liquid Propellant Rocket Notor", dated April

1952.
Time was. devoted, in anticipation of the contract, during the first

third of 1952, to constructing facilities, securing personnel, and planning

the experimental approach.

During the first three month period of the contract year, personnel

and faci4ities at the new James Forrestal Research Center were assigned,

and the initial phases of the exnerimenLal program were planned in some

detiil.

A constant rate monopropellant feed s3stem was designed and prelini-

nary designs of the ethylene oxide rocket motor and the instrumentation

systems were worked out. Speciai features of the projected s-stems in-

cluded a pulsing; unit to cause oscillations in propelLant flcx rate, a

water-cooled strain-gage pressure pickup designed for flush mounting in
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the rocket ckamber and several possible methods for dynamic measurements

of an oscillating propellant flow rate.

Searches were mrde of t'he literature for sources of idf orn.ation on

combustion instability and etklene oxide, and visits to a number of

activities working on liquid propellant rockt combustion instalbility

probLems were made for purposes of familiarization with equipment 'and re-

sults.

The basic precepts of Crocco's theory for combustion instability

were reviewed, and detailed analyses made for specific patterns of

combustion' distribution.

Operatinal tests and calibration of the Princetcn4..I .T. pressure

A. pickup proved the value of the design, although failure of the pickup

under "screaming" rocket conditions showed the necessity for modification

of the cooling system.

Construction of the monopropellant test stand and rocket motor was.

completed, Rodificationa were made to the Princetcn-4.I.T. ptessWe

pickup to provide for higher permissible heat-transfer rates in order

-that it be satisfactwy for use under "screaming" conditions in a ii-

prcpeiant rockot moto'r. Construction and preliAinary testing of the

hot-wire flow phasemeter and its associated equipment were camleted.

A new contract, N(os 53-817.c, dated I Eardh 13, was granted by

the Bureau of Aeronautics 'to continue the program originally started

under NOse 52-713-c. Operation of the monopropellant rocket motor was

begun under this new contract, and shakedown operations were completed.

It was found that decomposition of ethylene oxide could not be attained
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with the original motor design despite many simple configuration changes,

and it wa aeided to avoid a long and costly development program by

.perating the "monopropellant" motor with small amounts of gaseous oxygen.

The requiro limits of oxygen flow rate were determined at several chamber

paswe s, and it was demonstmtdd that the oxygen would probably have a

negl4ie effect on performance when compared-to the effect of ethylene

oxide flow rate modulation. Preliminary testa with flow rate modulation

'up to 100 cps' wo~e performed for the purposes of system checkout, using

interim AC amplifiers in lieu of the necessary DC instruments.

" The time constant of the hot wire liquid flow phasemeter was found to

be 0.15 milliseconds and preparations for instantaneous flow calibrations

were made. A test rig was constructed for this purpose.

A bipropellant rocket system using liquid owgen and 100% ethyl alaoot

hol vas designed on the basis of monopropeLlant operational experience,

incorporating an adjustable phase flow modulating unit operating on both

propellants. Injector design was based on a configara.tiai used extensively

by Reaction Notors, Inc*

Operation of the monopropeliant system was performed with flow modu-

latton at frequencies up to 296 cps, using a composite instrjentatin syste

to masure mean values, am3litudes of oscillation, and phase difference be.

tv n injeetor and chamber-presur-es.

* The Mittebmn eleotromagnetio flo eter proved unaiisfactory due

to equiPmeit umalfunaticao,# 4id 1*d' to be abandne d an a possible means

,ft masuring )bstantaneous flow "rates.

Subesquent efforts, are presented in detail in this report.
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A. MonopropelJlant Rocket Motor:

After completion of a series of monopropellant test runs, the

results of which &e.included as Appendix P to the present report, it was

intended to obtain 4namic calibrations of the flow through the injector

orifices. However, it was fdind after teridnation of the previous series

of monopropellant tests that the speed of the flow modulating unit could

not be increased beyond 100 cycles per second, even with the propellant

feed line empty. All components were carefully checked arx found to be

satisfactory, so the flywheels, which has been removed for the entire

series of test runs, were reinstalled to determine whether the difficulty.

N lay in an unbalance of the unit. Unfortunately, improper luLrication

caused seizure of the connectinj-rod needle bearing during the first check run,

resulting in failure of the conecting rod. No conclusi on as to effect of unbalance

could be drawn. Repair of the unit has teen initiated and installation

of a pump-pressurized lubricating system will prevent reoccurrence of the

K failure.

F0. Bipopellant Rocket F-otor.

Construction of the test-stand is essentially corkplete, and water

flow checks of the system have Leen initiated. Layouts Of the flow and

control systems, the rocket motor, and the bipropellant flow modulating

unit were included in the previous Qarterly Progfess Report. Construction

went rapidly and smoothl, primarily due to experience gained during design

and construction of the m6nopropellant stand. The only major delay occurred

when pressure-check of the 40 gallon surplus liquid o.ygen tank revealed

a number of leaks, which were difficult to seal die to its vacuum-jacketed,

ai.L-mQnel construction. Hydrostatic tests up to 1500 psi were finAlly cam-
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pleted; however# nrocuren.ent of an ,rv itiona surp'lus t.nk is now leing

attempted for use at the higher chamber prossur0s. Installation of the

vessel in the liquid oxygen system is shown in Figure I, A surplus Navy

storage tank and vacuum oump for use with liquid oxygen have been located

and will be procured.

FiguiLO 2 illustrates the alcohol pressure-tank, which is of stainless

steel, has a capacity of 20 gallons and was also procured from surnlus

stores. This is tie type of tank now eing sought for permanent use in

the oxidant system, since it is suitable for acid oxidizers as well as

for liquid oxygen.

The bipropellant thrust stand with roclet motor and flow modulating

unit installed is shown in Figure 3. The stand itself utilizes thii same

leaf-spring arrangement as used in the mcnopropellant system, with the

same co mUnation of strain gage and hydraulic thrust-mea suring devices.

Tne Liquid-oxygen line is insulated with felt, waterproofed by plavtic

tape and Glyptal.

Fil:-ure 4 is a photograph of the rocket motor, which has an 1 of

57" in its present configuration. Operations at higher chamber pr-ssures

and different values of L* are ,nroiided by the use of intercangeable

injector plates and chariber bodies. Only the nozzle is coolr4. The photo-Kgraph shows only, a single chamber pressure pickup, but additional pickups

will be installed in the chnml er and in each injector manifold after com-

pletion of shakedown testing. A schematic layout of the motor anpears in

the Fifth Quarterly Progress Report.

The flow modulating unit is shown in FigAre 5 with its 5 WP U.SJ otora

• Varidrive. This unit was installed with a pump-pressurized lubricating

system fir the connecting-rod bearings, and features a c-.itinuously, adjust-
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able phase difference from zero to 360 0 ,between fuel and oxidant pistons.

Details of the design were included in the previous Quarterly Progress

Report.

Other sq'utem caiponents, mounted on the same panel which services

the mono:.ropelJcant test stand, a,)ear in Figure 6. The control, gage

and instrument panels are shown in Figure 7. As in the case of the mono-

propellant stand, only those instruments necessary. for operation of the

test stand are located in the control room, all other instrumentation

being mounted remotely in the central recording room over 50 feet removed.

Flow and pressure checks of the system have begun and shakedown

operation of the system will be carried out when these checks are completed.

The first tests will be made at 300 psi chamber pressure with rich mixture

ratios in order to insure avoidance of high-frequency instability, increas-

ing gradually to maximum performance ratios before beginning tests with

flow modulation. The flow modulating unit will Ie checked before beginning

shakedown tests, so that any necessary repairs will not cause delays in the

test program.

C. Instrumentation:

The results of the series of monopropellant test runs Completed

during this report period indicated that the required instrument accuracy

has not yet been achieved. (See Appendix B) An. instrument refinement

program has therefore begun to reduce the overall system error from its

present value of approximately 5%, aiming at the goal of better than 2%

on all measurements.

This program will not require the use of any additional instruments

(other than a set of extremely simple filters to be constructed at Prin-

cetnn) but is exinectee Io involve a number of detailed changes in circuitry,

installations -and clibration techniques. For example, an electronic



method for determining tne phase difference between two .sinals has been

conceived, using available equipment, in order to eliminate the large

error involved in manual reading of this important quantity. A complete

revampina of the Central Recordirn Room has been initiated to reduce

electrical and magnetic "noise" pickup, ppor connections, and operations

errors, and also to streamline operation of the room for better test ef-

ticiency.

Additional major items necessary for the bipropellant tests which

are now on hand include a fouf-channel oscilloscope and a four-channel

conversion of the original two-bhannel magnetic tape recorder. (See

Figure 8).' During conversion of the latter, a number of circuit chnnges

were made which are expected to vartly improve the perforrance of this

instrument. The original two-channel recorder was the first of its type

to be sold, and thus poszessed a number of "bugs" which hampered its use

at the accuracy levels required. These have been eliminated in the Cour-

channel version, and preliminary acceptance tests revealed significant

improvements in performance of the recorder.

Additional items which have not yet been received include four

additional Li-Liu pickups of the differential type, and repairs to three

absolute pressure pickups which had been damaged on tests at N.A.C.A. and

Princeton. A set of high-sensitivity steady-state differential pickups

(0 to i psi full-scale) were ordered some time ago for use in determining

location of the ccmbustion son* in the bipropellant rocket, but these items

are not .xpected until January l195.
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A ailure of the main drive shaft of the Li mass flowmiter necessi-

tated return of the instrument to the vendor. In view of the large number

of mec.anical ,difficulties encountered in operating thi.s instrument, it

tis been decided to eliminate it from the d5namic flow calibration program

despite its theoraticall- sound principle of operation. The unsatisfactory

pereornance of this meter ann of the ,ittelmann electromagnetic flowmeter

leave& only -the liquid not-wire as a check on the theoretical phase cor-

rection between flow an pressurc dron across the injector orifices. The

existing hot-wire probe has been modified to provide more reliable operati on,

and reanwhile a new tungsten pro e, which will provide much greater sensi-

tivity6,has been designed. A preamplifier has also Leen installed letween

the balancing bridge and the constant tempetrature a:i plifier in order to

increase the signal-to-noise ratio. This meter is available for d 'namic

calibratiansp which will be run on the mnnopropellant flow stand as soon

as repair of the flw modulating unit is camplete.

II i :, + +



IV. IMMATTZ AW) DA&TA:

All Su t ratter normally appearing in this section has !leen

included' in the appendices as follows8

(a) Theory: Appendix A.

(b) Monopropellant Rocket Motor Tests: Appendix B

(c) Pressue Pickups:

All pertinenit discussion may be found in the appendices as indicated

preou~sly.
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APPENDIX A

CONCEPTS AND THEORY OF COMBUSflON IN3W&BIIaTY



Concepts and Theory of Combustion In~tability

Combustion in a rocket motor is never perfectly smooth. Thi pressure

f.luctuation at a given position in t he combustion. chamber of most

of the Uiquick -rockets Is very ir-regular and analyjsis at such

fluctuations shows that no particular frequenicy is persistesntly of

predomInating magnitude. An a result of such randomnese, the

mechanical and the thermal stresses wihen averaged over a sufficiently

long period of time, remain substantially constant. Therefoe, ri.

serious consequences are encountered under such circumstances and

the rocket motor is said to be operating under steady state onditions,

These random fluctuations may be originated from either fluid dynamical

processes or chemical kinetic processes or both and are evidenced by

the extremely turbulent conditions in the combustion chamber. The

uiogi and the nature of this. random or turbulent fluctuation are

not the present subjects of considerations Uncler certain operatIn
conditions, Lhe pressure fluctuation at a iven position is more

or less periodic. Anaysis of such fluctuations shows that we

cr several partcicuar frequency components are persistentl' of

prodaminating magnitudes as oompared to she magnitude of the randoR

noise that invariaoly occurs in the oomboationi chawbei'. Vb a

rocket is operating under such circumstances, the thermal and -the

mechanical stresses, when avera-ed over a sufficiently long-period

of tir attain maemitudes considerably higher than those corresponding

to steady state conditions, Therefore oscillations of this kind will

have detrimental effects on the life and the

I - V. ~ tentr f hsr o tbtetfu~~to p
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reliability of the motor. If such undesirable oscillations are present, we

call the combustion unstable.* It is the purpose of this paper 'to review the

investigations concerning the origin and the mechanism of producing such

undesirable osoillations with a view to its elimination.

These regular oscillations of large amplitude can be generated in either

! of the folloirg two ways:

1. Any small disturbance, existing in the combustion chamber is unstable

and amplifies with time until it attains a finite magnitude which is

determined by the presence. of nonlinear damping agents. (If the motor is not

strong enough to bear the mechanical and the thermal stresses produced by the

fully developed unstable oscillation, the motor will fail during the period

of amplification, and the unstable oscillation appears to be diverging all

the way up to the failure of the motor). This type of unstable combustion can

be distinguished from other types by the fact that there is a transition

stage preceeding the fully developed unstable combustion. During this tran-

sition stage, the unstable oscillation gains in amplitude continuously without

significant change in its frequency. Such transition stage has been recorded

in rocket motor with transparent slit window by Berman and Cheney as is

reproduced in figures la and lb, from reference 1. The magnitude of the fully

developed unstable oscillation is large but such large amplitude oscillations

are originated from the instability of oscillations of much smaller amplitudes.

* While the nonlinear effects should be taken into account for the analysis of

the fully developed unstable oscillation, the stability of the small

disturbances which are responsible for the presence of the large amplitude

oscillations can be analyzed by linearized treatment. Consequently we call

this type of combustion instability the "linear instability."

*This distinction of the rough but stable combustion and the unstable combustion
was advanced by Prof. L. Crocco in the Annual Meeting of the ARS, 1952. A
detailed account is presented in the Monograph "Combustion Instability in
Liquid Propellants Rockets" by L. Crocco and S. I. Cheng to be published by
AGARD, NATO.
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2. Disturbances smaller than a certain magnitude are stable and die

* with time. But disturbances larger than this magnitude either remain finite

or amplify with time. onlinear effects are essential for this type of

instability. The occurance of this type of instability is not necessarily

j preceded by a transition stage and can be initiated by accidental or

functional disturbance of sufficient magnitude; for example the starting

4' transient that initiates unstable combustion before the rocket has ever come

to a steady state. Because of the fact that nonlinearity is an essential

feature of this type of unstable combustion, we call this type "the nonlinear

instability".. Nonlinear instability can be avoided if both the functional

and the accidental disturbance and the random noise are kept below a certain

magnitude. In this respect, the nonlinear instability differs from the linear

instability.

Only linear instability has so far been subjected to analysis. Since

combustion plays an important role in the unstable phenomenon and since our

knowledge of mixing processes and of chemical kinetics is too meager to

permit a detailed formulation of the combustion processes, the stability

analysis can be made only when the combustion processes are successfully

described by a simplified model. The following model is found very useful.

': It is based on two essential assumptions:

(1) The unburned propellant elements occupy negligible volume in the

combustion chamber. Thus, it is only the flow of the burned gas that enters

into the dynamics of the gas system in the combustion chamber.

(2) The propellant element after leaving the injector takes a definite

amount of time called the time lag to prepare itself for combustion which

takes place instantaneously at the end of the time lag.



This concept of delayed instantaneous combustion has long been introduced

for the analysis of combustion processes; for example, the concept of ignition

temperature. 'The time lag consists essentially of two parts, a constant part

during which processes insensitive to the thermodynamic states of the our-

rounding gas, like mixingp take place; and a variable part during which

processes sensitive to the states of neighboring gas like activation processes

occur. We call them insensitive and sensitive time lag respectively. This

schematic representation is very rough because both processes take place

simultaneously. However, this permits a "simple" description of the

combustion processes and of their variations under unsteady conditiOnsi

Combustion in this schematic representation is Just a process of mass generation,

and so far as the dynamics of the gas is concerned, the local rate of gas

jj generation is the source strength from the point of view of aerodynamicists.

All that ve need to know in analyzing the dynamic behavior of the system is

the instantaneous source strength at any instant at every location in the

chamber volume.

This description of combustion in steady state can be effected by

specifying both the total space lag that is the position where a given

propellant element is transformed into burned gas and the sensitive time lag

' of the element. The motion of the unburned element during the sensitive
0

time lag is assumed to be the same as the motion of burned gas in steady state.

The description of combustion in unsteady state will require a knowledge as to

! how the local source strength or local rate of burned gas generation responds

to oscillations in the combustion chamber.

The rate of burned gas generation can be affected by chamber oscillations

in a number of ways. But all these fall in two categories, one modifies the



rate of supply of unburned elements through the sensitivity of feeding syst m

to chamber oscillations, and the other modifies the specific rate of

conversion of unburned elements into combustion products through the

sensitivity of activation processes to chamber oscillations. Instability

excited by agents of the first category, has been studied by Prof. von Karman

and his group sincelg9i2 and also by many other authors. Their analyses are

limited to chugging (or low frequency instability). Since the specific rate;

of conversion of unburned elements into burned gas is unaffected by and

remains constant throughout the oscillations, this type of instability depends

very alch on the behavior, of the feeding system. Instability excited by

agents of the second category was conceived and studied in 1951 by

Prof. L. Crocco, who demonstrated the possibility of instability of both

chugging and screaming (or high frequency instability) even when injection

rate is constant. This type of instability has been called intrinsic

instability. To overcome the difficulty of our incouplete knowledge of

combustion processes and of their relations with chamber oscillations,. Crocco

introduced an interaction index n which determines the course of variations

of the sensitive time lag. This interaction index n is a characteristic

quantity of a given propellant combination and the mixture ratio and also

depends upon a number of factors like the design chamber pressure and

temperature of the rocket. Let 'Tt be the total time lag of an element, T,;

the insensitive part, and T the sensitive part with 'Ot , " ? . The

sensitive time lag T of an element burning at instant t is assumed to be

determined by the following integral relation:

1.

* f.E I xC' ti.. gnu. i



where x' (t') is the path of each individual unburned element. The integrand

indicates the local rate of activation processes, and the constant of the

integral indicates the total amount of activation energy required to initiate

instantaneous combustion except for a proportionality constant. The local rate

of activation processes depends on a number of thermodynamic variables like

the neighboring burned gas pressure and temperature and also on the relative

velocity, mixture ratio and so forth. For small oscillations the variation

of these physical quantities may be assumed to be correlated. Therefore, the

local activation rate can be related to a single variable which is taken to be

local 58s pressure acting on the unburned element as shown in equation (1).

As a result the interaction index n is an average or overall parameter

including the effects of all the relevent physical factors. The value of

the interaction index n for given propellant can therefore be best determined

experimentally because, as previously explained, our knowledge as to the

detailed processes of mixing and chemical reactions is too mager. The constant

value of the integral indicating the total amount of activation energy also

varies between different propellant elements., This constant in equal to

if the chamber pressure is uniform everywhere in the chamber at any

instant which is approximately true in conventional liquid rocket operating in

steady state (except for the case of throatless motor). The variation of this

constant means that the steady state value of the sensitive time. lag i varies

between propellant elements. For simplicity, analyses are performed for

systems in which all elements have the same value of t. The effect of the

unequal of different elements has also been treated.

That the variation of this time lag leads to the variation of rate of

gas generation can be seen graphically as shown in figure 2. Consider a
I-
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given amount of elements injected during the interval & t. If t remains

constant for elements injected at different instants, these elements are

transformed into gas in an equal but later time interval At. If 'c is larger

for elements injected later, the same amount of gas would be generated in a

time interval longer than A t, and the gas generated per unit time is

decreased as indicated in figure 2 as a rarefaction or dilution of the

combustion processes. Thus, increasing T leads to decreasing gas generation

rate &b and vice versa. Since the integral in equation (1) indicates a

variation ofIV With ~ an oscillation mb of burned gas generation rate is

generated when there is a pressure oscillation P in the chamber. Now if the

oscillation of 4 is so coordinated as indicated in the figure, the response

of Ab will tend to magnify the pressure oscillation. Furthermore if the

response of 4 is big enough as indicated by a sufficiently largo value of

the interaction index a,, unstable oscillations can be excited.

Here lies the fundamental difference between oscillations in an organ

pipe with closed ends and those in the chamber - nozzle combination. If the

walls are rigid and all the usual dissipative agents like viscosity and

conductivity are neglected, a small disturbance in the organ pipe will remain

neutral without losing its strength or energy. However, a disturbance in the

chamber is only partially reflected from the nozzle and is partially trans-

mitted downstream with a consequent loss of energy of the disturbance in the

chamber. If there is a sustained oscillation in the combustion chamber, the

energy of the disturbance is continuously being dissipated through the

successive wave reflections at the nozzle. Therefore, sufficient amount of

energy must be supplied to the oscillation to make upL for the dissipation.

This energy dissipation can also be visualized as the flow work in excess of
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the steady state value, that is performed by the gas in the chamber on the

gas in the nozzle. This amount of energy must be supplied by the exciting

agent i:r forcing into the combustion chamber the excess mount of the burned

gas that is generated. This energy supply is proportional to the magnitude

of the variation of burned gas generation. The dissipative action of the

nozzle therefore sets up a minimum magnitude of excitation that is required

to maintain neutral oscillation. In the case of intrinsic instability where

the injection rate is constant, this minimum amount of excitation is indicated.

by a minimum value of n which is approximately for chugging and increases

with increasing frequency as will be shown later. If additional dissipative

agents like viscosity and conductivity are taken into account, the value of

nmin would be correspondingly increased. The existence of the nozzle

dissipative action even in absence of viscosity and conductivity is a very

important feature of the oscillations in rockets. Therefore, a system can

exhibit instability only when both the excitation agent is sufficiently strong

to overcome the energy loss due to dissipation through the nozzle and the tims
the

lag is inproper range or ranges of values to bring about an increase of
the

burning rate during6pressure excess period.

For the analysis of chugging or low frequency oscillation the period

of the oscillation is very large as compared to the time required for a

pressure wave to travel the !length of the combustion chamber. The effect of

the variation of burning rate at any point is felt everywhere in the chamber

practically instantaneously. The gas pressure can be assumed to be uniform
0

at any instant everywhere in-the combustion chamber, and oscillate as a whole

J about the mean or steady state value. Thus the position where an unburned

element sensed the pressure oscillation and the position where the element
i



burns are not of 1iportance in the low frequency analysis, and only the

timewise description of combustion in terms of the time lags need be considered.

It is further assumed for simplicity in the low frequency analysis that the

temperature of the burned gas generated from a given element remains unchanged

throhout the pressure variations during its travel toward the nozzle end.

This assumption is equivalent to the assumption of 1 - 1 •< 1 for the case

of isentropic oscillation. The stagnation temperature or adiabatic flame

temperature of the burned gas element is assumed to be the same for all

elements in the case of monopropellant, and to be dependent only on the mixture

ratio of the element in the case of bi-propellant regardless of the pressure

variation under vhich combustion takes place. The final equation for the

fractional pressure variation in a monopropellant motor is given as
T

Rate of Mass Variation Variation of Rate Gas = _
Accmmlation of Mass Generation Due to the
or Pressure Ejection Sensitivity 9f
Chanse Rate

Feeding Combution
System Processes

The course of variation of chamber pressure is determined by the mass

balance of the system. I is the reduced time defined in terms of the aerage

as residence time in the chamber. T and ; are the reduced or

dimensionless total and sensitive time lag. N is the transfer function of

the feeding system defined as the ratio of the fractional variation of the

injection rate t and the fractional variation of chamber pressure at a

given instant. For systems with constant injection rate, N - 0, and the

instability of such systems is due to the sensitivity of the combustion

processes only and is called the intrinsic instability. For practical systems,

N is a complicated function of the frequency of the chamber pressure
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variation and the different feeding system constants representing the pump

characteristics, the pressure drop across the system, the elasticity and the

inertia of the system. A number of investigations have been made for low

frequency combustion stability in systems with different ideal feeding systems

characterized by different forms of the transfer function N (1 - 7). These

analyses are quite involved algebracially primarily because of the sensitivity

of the feeding system. The effect of varying individual constants on the

stability of the systm cannot be easily dravn except that as a general trend,

decreasing interaction index n and increasing the pressure drop in the feedin

system are stebilizing.

When the frequency of chamber pressure oscillation is sufficiently large

so that the period of oscillation is cdMparable to the tim that a presme

wave will take in travelling the length of the feeding system, the

elasticity and the inertia characteristics of the feeding system can not be

successfully represented by concentrated capacitance and inertia. The

idealized simple systems as described in the analysis of low frequency

oscillations cannot possibly be admitted for the analyses of high frequency

oscillations. The situation is further complicated by the presence of valves

and other sudden changes in sections and bends in the feed lines. Except for

the much too idealized "feeding system" consisting only of a uniform straight

tubing it is practically impossible to formulate analytically the response of

injection rate to high frequency chamber oscillations even approximately.

Therefore the analysis of high frequency oscillations has been primarily limited

to intrinsic stability. Even in this case the mathematical complications

are quite formidable and only the longitudinal modes have so far been treated.
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- The mathematical complication arises because the time of propagation of
pressure waves in the chamber and that in the nozzle is comparable with the period

of oscillation. The response of the flow in the nozzle to high frequency

oscillations is of fundamental importance tO the stability problem because it is

the energy. dissipation associated with this outflow which constitutes the

essential damping action. The mathematical treatment for longitudinal oscillations

in the nozzle was initiated by Prof. Tsien (8) and solutions for the whole

frequency range were obtained by Prof. Crocco (9). The result is presented and

reproduced as figure 3 with the specific admittance katio defined as the ratio

of the fractional variation of velocity to fractional variation of density at

the entrance to the nozzle plotted against the reduced frequency# which is the

angular frequency divided by velocity gradient in the subsonic portion of the

nozzle.

The situation in the combustion chamber can be visualized as a number of

sources distributed over the chamber volume and generating pressure waves throug

the variation of source strength or local burning rate. Pressure waves are

reflected from the solid boufldaries, and are partially transmitted and partially

reflected at the nozzle entrance. All these waves that are present in the

combustion chamber interact in a complicated manner to st up a definite wave

form somewhat different from the standing acoustical or organ pipe mode even

without considering any nonlinear effects. It is therefore necessary in the

formulation of the problem to consider the balance of mass, momentum, and energy

of each individual differential element instead of the overall mass balance of

the entire combustion chamber as indicated in equation (2) for low frequency

oscillations. As a result, we obtain (11) an integro-differential equation with

-I.
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retarded variable for the pressure perturbation in the chamiber. An analytic

solution of this equation satisfying the necessary boundary conditions cannot

be obtained explicitly. However, approximate solutions can be determined if

we introduce several additional assumptions. Besides such mathematical

oomplexityO the spatial description of combustion distribution becomes an

important factor in addition to the timewise description in the stability

analysis. The capability of an element in exciting instability under non-

uniform pressure at any instant in the chamber depends not only on the time

interval but also on the spatial range in vhich this element sensed pressure

variaticns. The evaluation of the exciting action will require a complete

description of the spatial distribution of combustion and its variations in

response to chamber osoillations in addition to the timewise description. In

other worde, we have to specify both the space lag and the time lag of each

propellant element. In general, the space lags are different for different

elements. Both the magnitudes and the distribution of the space lags of the

propellant elements are different in different rockets. The spatial distribution

of combustion in the chamber is therefore arbitrary. The sensitive time lags

of different elements are also distributed in a certain range of values. Both

of these have Important consequences on the stability of the system. These

qualitative pictures pertain to any:high frequency modes of oscillations, pure

longitudinal mode or combined with transversal modes. The presence of the

transversal modes introduces only additional mathematical complications, for

example the space lag of an element will have to be described by a vector instead

of a scalar distance from injector end. The mechanisms of excitation and of

wave interaction are the same.

0The importance of the spatial distribution of combustion is best illustrated

by considering the simplest case of longitudinal oscillations in systems with

concentrated combustion front, that is, when all elements have the same space
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lag and the same Sensitive time l T , In this configuration, if T is

sufficiently small, propellant elements sense only the pressure variation at

the combustion front and the effect of spatial distribution of combustion is

brought out most significantly. Aother important extreme case is the

configuration with Combustion uniforly distributed over the entire length of

the chamber. Both of, these two extreme oases have been treated analytically

(i0, 1i). Typical results ae given below.

In figure 4 the unstable raps of the steady state values of time lag

for system with ocbustlo @oeentfted at different axial position f andi hen

the interaction index n .u I ae shmn The solid curves are the stability

boundary which separates the Stable end the unstable regions for systems with

"long nozzle" with the length of the subsonic portion of the nozzle

approximately equal to 1/3 of hamber length. The dotted curves are those

for systems with "short nousle" with negligible length of its subsonic

portion as compared to chamber length. The strong stabilizing effect of a

long nozzle in reducing unstable ranges off and of ; for given n is obvious.

The most important aspect of this stabilizing effect of the nozzle is that it

is much stronger toward higher modes of oscillation. While the "short nozzle"

leads to definite unstable regions for all modes of oscillations when n is

bigger than J, the " long nozzle" stabilizes all modes higher than the second

mode when n - 1. If n decreases from unity, the long nozzle makes all modes

except the fundamntal one and eventually all modes always stable before

reaching }. The physical reasons for the increasing stabilizing effect of a

given nozzle toward higher modes of oscillations are:

(1) The energy outflow through the nozzle as evaluated from the specific

admittance ratio is larger for oscillations of higher frequency. This leads to*



larger dissipation or damping. (2) The increasing spread of the reflected

iwaves as compared to period of oscillations of higher modes leads to poorer

timing or coordination and therefore less effective excitation.

For given position ; of the combustion front, proper coordination of the

exciting agent is obtained only yhen the time lag + lies in certain discrete

range of values. It is clear also that if combustion is concentrated in the

neighborhood of the node of a given mode ( = j for fundamental mode) there

is no such unstable, ranges of ' and that mode is always stable. If combustion

is concentrated at an anti-node of a given mode, the unstable range of f is

the widest and that mode is most likely to become unstable. This is obvious

physically as there is little pressure variation at a pressure node to excite

the oscillation while the pressure variation at an antinode is the largest.

It should be remarked that a nodal position of a given mode need not be the

desirable position for a stable concentrated combustion front because a node

of a given mode ca4 be the antinode of some other mode or modes. For example,

the middle of the chamber is roughly a node of the fundamental mode and an

antinode of the second mode. Thus if combustion is concentrated at the middle

section of the chamber length, the fundamental mode is alvays stable while

the second mode is most likely to become unstable. Since a motor can be

considered as stable only when all modes are stable, it cannot be concluded

from this simple analysis which is the best axial position for a concentrated

coqbustion front to be stable. Howver, this simple consideration does

indicate, on the other hand, that the injector end being an antinode of all

modes of pressure oscillations, is the position where a concentrated

combustion front is most likely to exhibit instability.
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In figures 5 and 6 the magnitudes of rA required to- maintain neutral

oscillations of different frequency 4 = i" in the neighborhood of the

fundamental and the second acoustical mode respectively are plotted for

several combustion configurations (systems with combustion concentrated at

different axial positions ; and for system with uniformly distributed

combustion). For each configuration, there is a particular frequency,

corresponding to a particular value of the sensitive time lag where the

value of n that is required to maintain neutral oscillation or to excite

unstable oscillation is a minimum. We call it nmin. This rinn is a

characteristic of the given configuration, designating the minimum amount of

excitation required to initiate unstable oscillations under the condition of

optimum timing. Therefore this njn serves as a very good criterion in

comparing the relative tendency of different combustion configurations to

exhibit instability independent of the values of the time lag. The values

of nmin for systems with combustion concentrated at different 's are

shown in figure 7. It is clearly seen here that when the combustion front is

shifted away from injector end, nmin for all modes increase gradually and the

system becomes more stable. The value of %i n for a given mode becomes very

large when a pressure node is approached. The curve of nmin vs.' for a given

mode is roughly symmetric with respect to the node. When all modes of high

frequency oscillations are taken into consideration, we see that the smallest

value of nmin, when the concentrated combustion front is at a given position

, is in most cases given by the Amin of either the fundamental or the

second mode whichever is the smaller. The values of nmin for the fundamental

and the second mode in a system with uniformly distributed combustion can be

read from figures 5 and 6 and these values are considerably larger than the
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value of rinn when combustion is concentrated at any axial location when all

high frequency modes are consiered. Therefore a system with uniformly

distributed combustion is considerably more stable than systems with combustion

concentrated at any axial position. Accordingly, a system with uniformly

distributed combustion c'n be considered as one of the most desirable stable

configurations.

Analysis for systems with arbitrarily distributed combustion has been

carried out (12). Instead of specifying the local source strengthp the

combustion distribution is more conveniently described by the steady state

velocity !I (x) which is equal to the Mach number M of the gas flow at the

entrance of the nozzle. The stability boundary can be determined by the

method of successive approximation and the value of nmn corresponding to

each configuration of. combustion distribution (x) is given for the first

approximation as:

S4 .(W))Cos. CA).

-~ f:( /M ) ~(3)

where I is the frequency of a given mode of oscillation with optimum

timing determined by the following algebraic relation:

with R + LS representing the nozzle admittance ratio which is the ratio of the

dfractional variations of gas velocity to that of gas density at the entrance

of the nozzle. Since M is a small quantity and S (06.) is of the order of

unity, equation (4) shove that O# is in the neighborhood of integral

multiples of -with deviation of the order of M. Hence, if n is not much

bigger than Dmin the frequency of the unstable oscillation is slightly less

than the acoustical frequency of the gas column in the combustion chamber.
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This decrease in frequency of the oscillations can be interpreted as due to

the inertia of the gas in the subsonic portion of the nozzle which constitutes

an increase of the effective length of the gas column in the chamber. Following

the conventions in acoustics, this may be interpreted as an end correction

of the chamber length. But it should be noted that this end correction

depends on the function S which is the imaginary part of the acoustical

admittance ratio of the nozzle :and is a complicated function of the nozzle

shape, the entering Mach number of the gas and in particular the frequency

of the oscillation in question.
Equation (3) represents the balance of excitation and damping for neutral

oscillations with optimm timing. The numerator of the right hand side

represents damping. The denominator multiplied by n represents excitation.

7he denominator itself is a factor that takes into account the unequal

exciting contributions of different propellant elements. In first

approximation., it is only the averaging factor of excitation that is affected

by the combustion distribution. With n P nin, excitation may: be larger than

damping. Unstable oscillation will occur if timing is optimum and neutral

oscillation can be maintained if the timing is not quite optimum.

In figure 8 the computed values of %i n are shown for systems with

combustion uniformly distributed along the first part % of the chamber length.

It is interesting to note that the combined effect of the nozzle and the

spatial combustion distribution makes the second mode always more stable than

the fundamental mode. Furthermore, the most stable configuration (biggest

min when all modes are considered) corresponds to a system with combustion

uniformly distributed through most but not all of the chamber length.

In figure 9 the values of nmin of the fundamental modes for systems with

combustion uniformly distributed in an intermediate portion of chamber length



are presented. It is found that the spatial spread about a mean position

has in general a stabilizing tendency when all modes are being considered;

but the effect is relatively insignificant if the total spatial spread is

roughiy less tfien 1/8 of the wave length.

So far we have discussed the effect of spatial distribution of combustion

or spread of the total space lag while the sensitive time lag is assumed to

be the same for all elements. In actual situation they may vary in a certain

rang and distributed in some definite manner. Analysis shows that the

spreading of the time lag, in general, tends to decrease the unstable ranges

for given n and to increase the value of nmin, for a given spatial distribution

of combustion. The mag nitude of the stabilizing effect for a given type of

distribution of the sensitive time lag increases when the ratio of the

actual spread of the time lag and the period of oscillation increases.

Computed results for a particular type of time lag distribution about the

mean value and for n = 1 are given in figure 10. The unstable ranges for the

fundamental mode of oscill&tions are seen to be decreasing with increasing

magnitude of f which is the fractional extent of time lag spread. Thus,

the stabilizing effect toward a given mode of oscillation increases with

increasing extant of spread of the sensitive time lag. Figure 10 also

indicates that a fractional extent of spread of less than * has negligible
effect on the stability of the fundamental mode. The stabilizing effect of

a given extent of the time lag spread increases toward higher modes of

oscillation because of their smaller oscillation periods. The larger

stabilizing effect of the nozzle and that of the spread of the sensitive time

lag make the higher modes of the high frequency oscillatios not likely to

become unstable, as compared to the fundamental and the second modes. The
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investigation of the stability of the fundamental and the second mode will

therefore usually be sufficient. The effect of the spread of sensitive time

lag in systems with arbitrary combustion distribution has been studied (l14)

and is shown to be likewise stabilizing.

The effect of a pressure sensitive feeding system can be analyzed if we

know the transfer function N (W) which is defined as the ratio

of the fractional variation of the injection rate and the fractional

variation of pressure at injector end. The following expression for Unin for

arbitrary combustion distribution is obtained (15)

where 0.' is the frequency of optimum timing, determined by

4"-. , . -,,,,,' MtZS(,Y).')* 'Sf (uo' (6)

with Rf and SB defined by the following complex integral

R *AS4 a fClxM) S X..o. N (We A x (7).

The order of magnitude of Rf and Sf is roughly given by IN 0 /a . The

nondimensional fA used in this formula is a mean value of the insensitive time

lags "CA of different elements nondimensionalized by the wave propagation time.

Simple physical considerations show that this quantity T , at least for the

case of distributed combustion must be considerably bigger than unity. On

the other hand, the dimensionless frequency a is at Least of the order of ".

Thus both Rf and Sf are very siall compared to unity unless N is very large,

that is, unless the feeding system is in resonance with the acoustical

frequency of the chamber - nozzle combination. Neglecting this possibility,
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rg we *at the magnitudes of Rf and Sf decrease very fast vithW and that

the effect of the feeding system on high frequency modes is very small.
Consequently, the present author is inclined to conclude that scresming or

unstable high frequency oscillation is essentially a phenomenon of intrinsic

instability as compared to the case of chugging or low frequency oscillation

which is strongly interfered by the pressure sensitivity of the feeding system.

The exceptional case of resonance would need further study.

As has been remarked, all the previous results concern the stability of

small high frequency longitudinal oscillations only. The stabilizing effect

of the spatial spread of combustion and that of the timevise spread of the

sensitive time lag are well established theoretically and the importantrole

of stabilization played in this case by the energy dissipation due to the

response of floe in the nozzle to oscillations at the entrance has been

verified. The trend of design to eliminate or avoid the linear instability

of longitudinal oscillations with frequencies in the neighborhood of Acoustical

values is clearly indicated in the previous theoretical results.

Fully developed unstable oscillations of combined longitudinal and

transversal modes of the acoustical type are more often found in large thrust

units especially when the length to dime ter ratio of the combustion chamber

is not large. The stability of the small cylindrical acoustical oscillations

in the combustion chamber can be analyzed based upon the same physical concept

of the mechanism of self-excitation AAfor pure longitudinal oscillations.

However, if we bear in mind the important dissipative action of the nozzle in

[ the stability analysis of the longitudinal modes, we would have to determine

the acoustical admittance ratio of the nozzle in response to combined

transversal and longitudinal oscillations before we can evaluate the stability
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boundary or even tni criterion of n.n. The determination of this

admittance ratio is under way but has not yet been completed. Much
theoretical york resains to ,be done concerning the stability of such combined

modes.

The phenomenon of combustion instability is an extremely complicated one.

The proposed mechanism of self-excitation is by no means the only one but is

believed to be the most important mechanism which is responsible for unstable

oscillations with frequencies closely related to the frequencies of acoustical

modes; both pure longitudinal and combined modese Some of the theoretical

deductions as presented in the present paper have received experimental

verifications. This is rather encouraging. However it is all the more

important to investigate the basic postulate of the present theory, that is

the empirical la concerning the variation of the sensitive time lag with

chamber oscillations as expressed in terms of gas pressure. The qualitative

stability behavior as influenced by the variation of different parameters,

predicted by the present theory should be verified by a systematic experimental

research. It is only through the careful investigation from both the

theoretical and the experliental side, can we hope to understand the

complicated phenomenon of combustion instability. It should be repeated

here that the Present theoretical results are concerned only with linear'

instability of acoustical tVpe. Both the nonlinear instability and the

linear instability with frequencies not apparently correlated with any

acoustical frequencies vould obviously require separate considerations.

ii
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INTRCUCTION

The problem of combustion instability in liquid propellant rocket motors

has long been recognized as one of the major difficulties in their develop-

ment. In particulars the effect of extreme rates of heat transfer which have

been shown to result from the high-frequency oscillations commonly called

"screaming" will beomue even more significant as the industry progresses to

the use of higher thrusts higher performance rocket angines.

In view of the present lack of correlation among so many of the recorded

instances of instabilityp a program directed by I. Crocco was introduced at

Princeton under the sponsorship of the Bureau of Aeronautics to examine the

fundamental nature of this phenomenon from both theoretical and experimental

viewpointso The long-range objective of this program is to define a parameter

or system of Parameters which can be used. to describe quantitatively the

bendency of a given rocket motor configuration to exhibit one or more of the

various forms of instability, and hence to supply the rocket motor designer

with criteria which will permit elimination of combustion instability either

in the design phase or by rational changes and adjustments in the course of

development*

The first task encountered in setting up a systematic investigation is the

formulation of a suitable framework to be used as a basis of operations. The

concept of a combustion timelag, although presented some time ago by Yon Kar-

man's group at the California Institute of Technology, ws first subjected to

ana3ysis by Gunder and Friant (Ref. 1)e Modifications were later introduced by
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yachter (Ref. 2) and Sumerfield (Ref. 3)p both of whom demonstrated that

low-frequency instability could be coupled to the feed system through a

constant combustion time lag* However# it was not until the concept of a

pressure sensitive time lag was created by Crocco (Ref. 4) that the mechan-

iu, of high-frequency instability could be analyzed# and thus it was Croccots

* theory which was selected to comprise the required framework for the experi-

mental program.

Crocco's analysis is based on the assumption of a combustion model %h ich

considers all atomization, mixing, heating, and reaction of the liquid

propellants in rocket combustion to be characterized by the time delay be-

". tween the instant 'a particle of propellant enters through the injector

orifice and the time its evolution into hot combustion gases is complete.

This time delay consists of two parts3 (which are, however, physically

inseparable) a constant portion, which is a function primarily of motor

configuration, and a variable portion which is sensitive tc the variable

combustion chamber parameters (eoge, pressure, temperature, velocity, etc.).

For mathematical and experimental simplicityand also because it appears to

best characterize the grouping of physical and chemical processes we call

combustion, this variable portion of the time lag was taken to be a reason-

able function of chamber pressure,, and development of the analysis was

completedon this basis. A summary of the theoretical treatment in its

present state of completion may be found in Refo 5.

The experimental attack logically breaks down into two basic problemst

(1) Test, verification, and/or modification of the fundamental assumptions
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vhioh comprise Crocco's model of the rocket combuction process, and (2)

Determination of the effects on stability of varying the time lag and other

significant parameters by means of variations in the standard rocket motor

components; oog*, propellants, injectors, chamber go6etries, nozsle goom-

tries, etc. In view of the exLreme interest in the detrimental effects of

high frequency instability on liquid bipropellant motors# this particular

case has received primary emphasis in planning both the theoretical and exp-

erimental attack. Ihe theory presents an analysis of only the longitudinal

type of instability, although extension of the basic fun=damendtals to mathe-

atical and experimental analysis of the transverse modes is noir being

undertaken*

In order to facilitate development of the necessary experimental

techniques and instrumentation, a "workhorse" monopropellant test stand was

constructedo The monopropellant system was selected primarily for its sim-

plicity, low temperature, flexibility and reliability of operation, since

the rocket motor was to serve in this phase only as a test vehicle for the

instrumentation. The monopropellant data, however, can easily be applied as

a check on the basic assumptions of the theory for monopropellants as set

forth in Ref. 4, once development of teohniques and instrumentation have

progressed to a satisfactory degree, but, as mentioned above, the heart of

the experimental program actually lies in the bipropellant system.

The present paper describes the techniques which have been developed to

conduct the experimental investigation, together with preliminary results of

monopropellant test program. These results must be considered to be merely
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an indication of the capabilities of techniques which are still undergoing a

process of refinement, with the final aim of reducing the scatter of the ob-

servations to the minimum possible amount.

APPARATUS

Although construction of a bipropellant system is nearing completion at

the present time, only the equipment used to obtain monopropullarLt rocket

motor data will be described here. Basically, this equipment consists of a

gas-pressurized feed system, a monopropel-1ant rocket motor, flow and pressure

sensing elements, and electronic recording equipment.

The feed system and rocket motor layout is illustrated in Fig. L. 1-e

inert gas pressurizes ethylene oxide in the high-pressure tank, forcing it

through a Potter turbine-typc flowmeter, a cavitating venturi., a flow modula-

ting unit, and into the rocket motor injectors. All components downstream of

the propellant valve are mounted on a flexure type thrust stand (sec ii. 2)

which uses leaf springs to provide one degree of frictionless freedom. The

rocket motor, shown in Figure 3, is of stainless steei and has an innor diamet

er of 5 inches. It is of sectional construction, providing a s.-mple mcthod of

changing L*, and uses eight radial injectors of the full-cone spray type. A

small amount of gaseous oxygen is injected through an orifice located on the

motor axis at the head end, and ignition is accomplished by means of standard

sparkplugs (two are used to provide reliability).

The flow modulating unit, a simple piston arrangement diagr .(u in.
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Figure )1, Is motrvtrd i"L thc :;rc¢;iat ± cd 1tne t-.1tw.een the rocket motor and

a cavitating vonturi. The venturi serves t, maintai: the steady-state compon-

ent of the flow rate, and alz . dap o. disturbances traveling upstream

from the modulating unit. The flow modulating iLrt itself is a straightfor-

ward crank-piston arrangement :ah a ).20-inch stroke and interchangeable

pistons to provide different displacementso The data included in this report

have been taken using a piston with 0.802-inch diameter and a r-U itlng dis-

placement of 0*aL catic irich.es. Thc unit can be driven at speads ranging from

3,000 to 12,:O' 111;R 2 ,.' . .7ls i;' z ;d) b a U. 5. 4toorz 3/4. 'ar

Varidriveo It wa auv i' -" twin' the courso estlng that the el

shown in eigure h war- not necessary to nmai iain consta.-t speed uader load,

and hence most : h -,: dal wur, taken with t:.e flyhols re:aovcd. Piston soal-

1Zz !*r--,v'ded by a do Jle--r-Idgd tef .- : (as shown in Figt.Lre 4), bat it

was f-zLwi nece :ry to replao tkls soal after every ten or twelve runs,

operation of the monopropellant motor is performed from the control panel

shown in Figure 5. Photographs of the Helse bourdon-tube gages are used to

obtain checks on the steady-state values of thrust, chamber pressure, injector

pressure, and pickup reference pressure. The power supplies and balancing

bridges for strain-gage sensing elements also appear in Figure 5# but all

other electronic operations and recording are done in a separate building, to

"hlch the signals ara piped via coaxial cables*

Steady-state flow rates are measurid with a Potter turbine-type flowmeter,

and values checked by a high-pressure sight glass located on the propellant

-- - -
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I.
tank. 'Mrust is measured simultaneously with an Emery hydraulic load cell

and indicator and a Ii strain gage load cell recording on a leeds and Northrup

potentiometer. Two i-Liu pressure pickups are used to record instantaneous

pressures at the injector and in ihe chamber. This type of pickup (see Fig* 6)

is a double catenary diaphragm, water-cooled strain-gage transducer which is

designed to be fliwh-mounteO in a rocket combustion chamber. A detailed de-

scription of this device is presented in Ref. 6o

The pickups are mounted as shown in Figure 7, the diaphragm of one pickup

being flush with the inner combustion chamber wall, and the other installed as

closely as possible to one of the injector orifices. The signals from the

pickups are recorded as shown in Figure 8. Lach signal is branched four ways;

first, directly to an 4lectronic Tube Corporation Lour-clAnnel oscilloscope

recording on a General Radio strip-film camera (see Fig. 9)o A 200 cps timing

traces checked for exact frequency with a Berkeley electronic counter, also

appears on the oscilloscope screen. The second rignal branch is passed through

a constant-phase AC amplifier into a two-channel FM Ampex magnetic tape re-

corder which features a 20 to 1 tape-speed reduction for playback. (See Fig. 9).

The recorder's low-speed playback permits ultimate viewing of the taped signals

on a Hathaway six-channel recording oscillograph whose galvanometer frequency

response is flat to only I,000 cpso The third signal branch is amplified by a

chopper feedback DC amplifier and recorded on the Hathaway oscillcgraph, ser-

ving primarily as a complete history of the run. The fourth branch is passed

through a cathode follower (necessary because of poor circuit impedance

matching characteristics) to a low-response Leeds and Northrup continuously



recording potentiometers which provides an accurate determination oi avorage

chamber and injector pressures*

Measurement of the instantaneous flow rate through the injectors was

attempted in a number of different ways, A Mitte~lan electroimagn(tic flow-

meter was obtained on a loan basis, but circuit inadequacies prevented its

use in the program, despte extensive development work on the part of project

personnel. A true mass flowmeter designed by Y. T. Ii was also procured for

this purpose, but mechanical difficulties (eog., leakage, ctc*) havo prevented

its use for instantaneous flow measurement purposes up to the present time*

Constructional details and principle of operation of this instrument, which is

pictured in Figure 10, are described at Ingth in lio" '

A third approach to the flow-measuring problem, which appears to show

some promise for calibration purposes in conjunction with the fourth tech-

nique (to be discussed later) was the adaption of constant-temperature hot-

wire anemometer techniques to the flow of liquids. This system required

extensive development but has been successful in producing an inotrument

which will respond in approximately 0.15 milliseconds to variations in flow

velocity. The method is fundamentall- the same as that used in wind-tunnel

hot-wire anemometrys but involves a number of rather extrtzte changes in the

basic components. For example) the strength requirement dictates use of a

wire diameter tn times that of conventional systems* The resulting enormous

decrease in resistancem coupled with the high heat capacity of the liquid

medium, necessitates wire heating currents of the order of one or two
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amperes$ as compared with the few milliamperes generally used, in order to

approach sensitivity requirements of the s9,stem. The solutions to this and

other problems are described at length in Ref. 8

The experimental method used for determining the time constant of the

hot-dire apparatus is ixom in Figure llo A steel weight is dropped on a

piston, moving a water column of known dimensions past the hot-wire probe.

Mowing the instant at which the weight strikes the piston and the wave

travel time through the water columns the response time of the hot-wire

probe can be measured. Typical data obtained with this s stem are shown in

Figures 12a and 12b. The uppermost trace in each case is the electrical

contact which marks the instant at which piston motion begins. The hot-wire
a

signal appears in the center, and the lowest trace ilO0 cps timing mark-

er. Figure 12a indicates the response time of tile hot-wire to tie water

velocity induced by the piston motion, showin, also the expected linear vel-

ocity increase. The response time of the probe was approximately one-seventh

of a millisecond, as shown in the figure. Figure 12b indicates the excellent

resolving power of the hot-wires demonstrating its ability to detect wave

reflections which traveled at 5500 ft/sec in the cylinder of water.

Amplitude response characteristics of the hot-wire have not yet been

determined$ but its use as a liquid flow phasemetr is now feasible up to

frequencies of at least 1,000 to_ 2,00 cps*

The fourth technique to be applied to the measurement of flow is the use

of two high-response pressure pickups and an orifice. For an oscillating flow

-
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rate, it can be shown theoretically (see Ref, 9) that there are both an

amplitude change and a phase difference between instantaneous flow and

pressure drops and further, that these quantities vary as a known function

of frequency* This method appears to show far better promise than any of the

others# but some check on the theoretical correction is necessary before it

can become fully reliable* Such a check on the phase correction will be pro-

vided by forthcoming tests utilizing the hot-wire meter in conjunction with

two pressure pickups and one of the injoctor orifices in a pulsating water

flow, using the test rig illustrated in Figure 13e

DISCUSSILM (P RNSULM'

As mentioned earliers the primary purpose of the monopropellant rocket

test stand was to act as a "workhorse" for instrumentation development and

evolution of test techniques, particularly the application of propellant

flow rate modulation. It might, at first glance# appear that application of

oscillating flow and pressure data to Crocco's linearised theory would not

be permissible. This could be true if the rocket motor were experiencing

actual combustion instability, but it must be carefully pointed out that the

motor is run under fully-controlleds stable conditions at all times* The

amplitude and frequency of the flow rate modulation are set by the operator at

will, and are not fixed by the characteristics of the motor and feed system,

as would be the case if instability existed* This condition is in accordance

with the aims of the first phase of the test programs in which it is desired

to measure certain characteristic quantities which are very important for the
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appearance of unstab±e operation during normal - not unstable --

combustions

The specific purpose of operating with a modulated flow rate is as

follows: By causing a variation in propellant flow rate, it is possible

to observe experimentally the various quantities which appear in Crocco'a

equation for the combustion chamber (Ref. 4). If the flow variation is

sinusoidal, these experimentally measured quantities may be analyzed by the

use of straightforward mathematical techniques. An illustration of this

feature appears later.

The quantities which enter into the fundamental equation of the
I

cobustion chamber (Ref. 4) are the instantaneous value of chamber pressure,

its derivative with respect to dimensionless time, the instantaneous value

of flow rate at the injector orifice, the pressure-sensitive and pressure

insensitive time delays between flow and combustion, and the "index of

interaction" between combustion rate and chamber pressure described in

Ref. 4.

The first two quantities can be obtained from the recorded chamber

pressure and the third from the injector pressure drop, afLer application of

the proper corrections. The remaining three quantities, however, are un-

knowno Crocco has devised a procedure, the detailb of which need not be

included here, by which they may be computed and checked using the ilow rate

and chamber pressure data. Hence, the experiments must provide only the

ratio of fractional amplitudes of oscillation of the flow rate and clmber

pre:;sure, and the corresponding phase difference at different frequencies

- --- -- ~ - --- 7-
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and chamber pressures. These quantities can be obtained, afte raking the

proper corrections, from the ratio of fractional amplitudes of injector

pressure drop and chamber pressure, and the phase difference between

them*

The method in particuarly re2iable when the oscillations have a nearly

sinusoidal shape. In this case the necessary data can be obtained very

simply from the measured oscillations of feed-line pressure at the injector

(instead of the pressure drop across it) and the chamber pressures

If the injector pressure Pi is sinusoidal, it may be written

1P t

The chamber pressure Pc may then be written

iI*pc~ Pc+ st~hnCwt t OL)

where c( is the phase difference betweon injector and chamber pressure

oncillations.

The pressure drop AP across the injector thus becomes

&P = PL-P.W''(

But &P may also be expressed by

I These expressions can nuw bc used to relate &P to P. by straightforward
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analysis, obtaining the result

. _ =

where the amplitude ratio R is given by

+,

and the phase difference is written

tan Co OA

Thus, by measuring E' ' a and c, that is, by, measuring the

mean values, the amplitudes of oscillation, and the phase difference between

injector and chamber pressures, the quantities R and (, which relate in-

jector pressre drop to chamber pressure, may be obtained quite conveniently*

At any given modulating froquency and chamber pressure, R and (3 will provide
the raw data for determination of the combustion parameters*

Experimental values of R and were obtained from recordings of chamber

pressure* and injector press-ure as typified by Figure l4. Figure l4a is a

strip-film photograph of the oscilloscope, and Figure 214b a typical low-speed

.1I

' ~~~~~/--.. . ..... .
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playback of recordings made on magnetic tape. Amplitudes and phase difference

(i~e, ?is PCs and W ) were obtained from these types of records tiile

average values of the required pressures (i~e., Ii and .'1) were observed on

recording potentiometers.

The values of R and themselves are shomn as a function of modulating

frequency (at constant mean chamber pressure) in Figure 15* The data of this

figure are not yet suitable for determination of the combustion parameters for

the following reasonss

The present chamber has a characteristic length L* = 570 inches, due to

the difficulty of decomposing ethylene oxide at smaller values of L*. Conse-

quentlys if the flow rate oscillations are kept small, the resulting varia-

tions in chamber pressure are not sufficiently large to be observed with proper

accuracy. For example, in order to obtain a chamber pressure oscillation of

the order of three per cent amplitudes it was necessary to increase the inject-

or pressure drop amplitude of oscillation to the order of fifty per cent for a

typical chamber pressure and modulating frequencyo This means that the flow

rate/pressure drop correaation is out of the approximately linear range.

Moreover, the AP oscillation might be too large for proper range of operation

of the cavitating venturi, with the result that disturbances affecting the sinu-

soidal nature and general regularity of the modulation can appear at each

cycle. This is especially true at the higher frequencies..

*Note that at flow modulating frequencies below 200 cps, the location of the
* chamber pressure tap is imaterial, since the wave travel time throughout the

chamber is negligible compared with the period of the oscillation, and hence
changes in chamber pressure caused by the flow modulating unit may be considered
to occur simultaneously at all points in the chamber.
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Elimination of these causes of error is now under way, using the exper-

ience gained on the preliminary tests to attain better accuracy through. the

application of minor improvements and refined calibrations. In the mono-

propellant case, this will supply an order of accuracy sufficient to allow

smaller amplitudes of oscillation in chamber pressure; in the bipropellant

case the situation will be made easier by the smaller value of L**

Although the data shown in kigure 15 are not yet adequate for precise

determination of the combustion parameters, some qualitative conclusions con-

cerning pressure sensitivity can be dramn. If the experimentally-measured

phase difference between injector and chamber pressures is converted to the

dimensions of time and plotted against mean chamber pressure on log-log paper,

we obtain a relation somewhat similar to Crocco's assumed relationship between

chamber pressure and time lag, (Refe 4). This data is shown in Figure 36*. It

must be remembered, however, that the ordinate T in this figure is not the true

combustion time lag, but merely a conveniently measured quantity which is ex-

pected to vary with chamber pressure in somewhat the same way as the time lag.

Figure 16 shows the curves of the time T vs mean chamber pressure for two

different ranges of modulating frequency. The existence of two separate curves

does not violate the assumption that time lag is independent of modulating

frequency. It should be reemphasized that Figure 16 is included only to pre-

sent qualitative trends, and although it appears to support the general

nature of Crocco's assumption of the pressure-sensitivity of the time lag, it

*Notes This fiure was nt presented at the Symposium.

'I
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is not considered as proof that the analytical formulation of this asasmption

is correct. A quatitative check on Crocco's formulation will be made after

the experimental data are considered sufficiently rcltlable and accurate, a

condition which is expected to be attained in the near futtuwe

IL

I'
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Development of the Li-Liu Pressure Pickup

INTRODUCTICIK

Experimental investigators are continually searching for new sensing

devioes to measure the elusive parameters of combustion processes. One

of the most important of these variables is pressure, and a great number

of pressure-sensing instruments have been developed especially for rocket

testing.

Reliable wressure measurements are of particular importance in the

study of unstable combustion, in "which the phenomenon itself is identified

by regular, generally extreme, fluctuations in combustion chamber pres-

sure. Observation and recording of these oscillations requires a true

dynamic response of the pressure-receiving element. This requirement

involves several essential features which must be present in any pickup

and implies other desirable qualities of such an instrument. The first

requirement is that of an undistorted wave shape. That is, both amplitude

and phase of the input pressure must be faithfully reproduced by the out-

put signal. This, of course, calls for a high natural frequency of the

pickup and suggests an output proportional to the applied pressure

rather than to any of its time derivatives. The undesirability of dis-

tortion of the true signal inediately prohibits the use of any connecting

tubes from the pressure source to the pickup or pressure receiver. The

* possible inaccuracies introduced by even very short connecting passages

are thoroughly demonstrated by MJcCullough (1)1 for the case of internal

combustion engine cylinders. Hence, we may draw the logical conclusion



that an accurate pickup must be flush-mounted into the pressure source.

For high temperature combustion research, flush-mounting demands the

presence of some cooling facilities if the pickup is to be employed for

any period of operation longer thant a few seconds. In addition it is

desirable that the pickup be of small size for convenience of instal-

lation and that it be of sufficiently rugged construction to withstand

the severe vibrations of unstable rocket motor operation.

A short comparison of the interesting properties of several types

of pickups was drawn up by Grey and is reproduced in Fig. 1 from a

forthcoming article on pressure instruments (2). Of course, each of

the types mentioned has its own advantages, and there may be individual

situations where one style is clearly superior to all others. However,

on the basis of existing information, the strain-gauge type pressure

transducer wac chosen as probably the most promising for all-around

use in rocket engine research.

The particular model of this pickup herein discussed is the result

of a cooperative design-development program between Y. T. Li of Mass-

achusetts Institute of Technology and F. F. Liu of Princeton University.

The pickup was intended for use at Princeton University as a primary

sensing element in a study of liquid rocket combustion instability, direct-

ed by L. Crocco and sponsored by the U. S. Navy Breau of Aeronautics.

This pickup is the outgrowth of the early Li-Draper models (produced by

Control Engineering Corporation) which featured a catenary-seotion

diaphragm and air cooling. The advantages of the catenary diaphragm shape

1. Numbers in parentheses refer to references at the end of the manuscriptj



over the flat diaphragm or the piston-ap ing type pressure indicators are

clearly pointed out in a paper by Li and Draper (3). The successful per-

formance of these pickups led to the design of a new model with increased

sensitivity, improved cooling facilitiesp and integral safety features

which has been named the Li-Liu pressure pickup. In addition to the dis-

cusslon of this instrument which follows, a detailed analysis of its con-

struction and method of operation appears in a recent paper by Li (U).

- DESCHIPTICK OF PICKUP

A -photograph of the first of the Li-Liu pickups is shown in Fig. 2.

Note the small size, simple electrical and pressure connections and

rugged exterior constructiono The threads for mounting the pickup are

standard spark plug size, i.e., 18 im. The construction details are

better visualized in the cross-sectional drawing shown in Fig. 3. Pres-

sure acts on the outer diaphragm, which is of catenary cross-section, and

is transmitted through a spacer ring to the inner diaphragm, A strain-

generating tube of .003-inch wall thickness presses upon this inner

diaphragm; and this tube generates an output signal by changing the

resistance of the strain gauge wires bonded to its surface. Since the

tube is rigidly mounted to the body of the pickup at one end, the strair

produced is proportional to the applied pressure. The electrical signal

is led through a pressure-tight seal to three output terminals in thp

pickup cap, wnich is of bhe "Cannon plug" type.

As described in Reference 4P the strain gauges actually consist of

two separate sets of windings. One set is wrapped circumferentially,

while the others are longitudinal. This configuration performs two



useful functions. First, an application of pressure compresses the

strain tube and increases its diameter slightly. This action increases

the cross-section of the longitudinal windings and decreases that of the

circumferential windings. The two resistance values are changed in

opposite directions, doubling the unbalance between them and hence

doubling the sensitivity of the pickup. Second, any change in temperature,

or the existence of any slight temperature gradients, will change the

dimensi6ns of both sets of windings in the same direction, will act over

approximately the same length of wire (if the spacing of the wires is

carefully controlled), and will thus minimize the thermal sensitivity

of the pickup.

In addition, each set of windings is double-wrapped to eliminate

induction effects. That is, for each longitudinal strand wound from

top to bottom, there is an adjacent one wound from bottom to top; and

for each clockwise circumferential winding there is a neighboring

counterclockwise one.

Provision has been made for applying a reference pressure to the inner

diaphragm, producing an unbalance on the strain tube equal to the difference

between absolute and reference pressures. Since this quantity can be made

considerably smaller than the absolute pressure, the differential pickup

sensitivity may be increased appreciably over that of the absolute pickup.

An additional feature in the construction is the existence of a double-

acting safety stop. This takes The form of a solid ring attached to the

body of the pickup which floats freely between the edges of a notch

machined in the periphery of the spacer ring. When either the applied

pressure or the reference pressure reaches a value close to the elastic

limit of operation of the strain tube or the diaphragms, the safety notch



presses against the safety-stop ring, and further deformation is possible

only through bending of the ring-shaped cantilever beam thus formed. The

details of this safety ring and of the force-transmitting spacer are more

clearly shown in Fig. 13.

The cooling water inlet and outlet tubes are indicated in Fig, 3, but

the description of the flow path and the cooling passage details will be

left until later when some heat transfer performance data is presented.

Several troublesome michanical problems arose during testing of the

original models of the pickup. Reference pressure tubes were very fragile

and repeatedly snapped during connection and disconnection of the back

pressure supply. Also, the seal on the electrical output terminals was

unsatisfactory. Although it performed the task of insulating the output

from the pickup body, it failed to seal the terminals effectively from

the high reference pressures employed. Hence a revised model of the

picktp was manufactured with heavier reference pressure connections and

Koar-to-glass seals on the terminals. These modifications satisfactorily

solved the difficulties, and the revised model is shown in Fig. 4.

One of the major advantages of strain gauge type pickups is the

simple electrical circuit required to energize the sensing element as well

as to transmit, interpret, and record the output signal. A schematic

diagram of the circuit components appears in Fig. 5. Either AC or DC

power source my be used to supply current to a simple 2-arm resistance

bridge and to two of the terminals on the pressure pickup, whose strain

gauges form the other two bridge arms. The output consists merely of an

nbalance in the bridge and is therefore measured as the difference in

potential between the center points of opposite sides of the bridge. In

a DC system, this MS may be recorded directly on a potentiometer or



observed on an oscilloscope as shown in'the diagram. Of course, a variety

of other recording and indicating instruments may e used, but the

essential elements necessary for obtaining and transmitting a signal con-

sists of batteries, precision resistors, and shielded two-and three-wire

cables. The AC output circuit requires a carrier current whose amplitude

or frequency may be modulated by the pickup output. The DC system is

simpler to construct, but the AC output is considerably easier to amplify

for recorders which demand a large driving signal.

RXPERIWTAL INVESTIGATICNS

The tests conducted on the Li-Liu pickup were intended to evaluate

its properties as well as to suggest additional developments. Con-

sequently, the results will be grouped according to the particular

properties they demonstrate rather than in the sequence in which they

were conducted. As a guide for this presentation, the discussion will

follow the approximate order appearing in the pickup comparison chart

of Fig. 1.

First among these characteristics is frequency response. A high

natural frequency is essential for any pickup designed to respond to

the oscillations encountered in rocket motor combustion. Fig.. 6 is a

photographic record showing the natural frequency and damping ratio of

the Li-Liu pickup. This is the result of a test performed at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in which the pickup was flush.

mounted in the wall of a shock tube. A shock wave was generated in the

tube and allowed to pass over the exposed pickup diaphragm, approaimating

a step-tunction increase in pressure. The resulting change in output



was played onto an oscilloscope screen"and photographed with a continuous

strip camera having a film speed of 400 inches per second. For the case

in whi@h cooling water was flowing through the pickup (Fig. 6), the

natural frequency was found to be approximately 20,000 cycles per second.

A similar test without cooling water indicated a natural frequency of

28,000 cycles per second. The damping ratio observed is 0.10; hence the

water-cooled pickup is capable of measuring pressure oscillations of

frequencies up to about 5000 cycles per second with a dynamic error of

less than 7 per cent.

A second property of obvious importance is output sensitivity. Here

a strain-tube transducing element has distinct advantages; for the

sensitivity can be controlled over a wide range by varying the length

and cross-section of the strain wire or the length, diameter, and wall

thickness of the strain tube, Of course, an increase in sensitivity

can generally be obtained only at a sacrifice of some other desirable

property. For exar=le, if the strain tube in lengthened to allow for

additional windings, the natural frequency of the pickup is correspond-

ingly reduced. Or if the tube wall thickness is decreased, the allowable

maximum load will be decreased. The final design chosen must therefore

be a compromise of all these factors.

An output curve for a Li-Liu absolute pressure pickup is shown in

Fig. 7. This pickup has a working pressure of 1200 p.s.i. and a

rupture pressure of 3000 to 3.5O0 p.s.i. without provision for the ap-

plication of anr reference pressure. Because of its relatively high

working range, its sensitivity is lower than that of the differential

pressure pickups tested. As exhibited by the curve, however, the out-

put signal is still sufficiently large for easy recording, being approx-

i7



imateJy 0.07 millivolts per p.s.i. The slnsitivity of a differential

pickup is observed from the output curve of Fig. 9 to be approximately

0.21 millivolts per p.s.i. In all the tests shown, the output was

observed on a hand-balanced potentiometer with a combLned resolution

and reading error of -0.05 millivolts; while the applied pressure was

indicated on a Heise gauge with a calibrated accuracy of t 1 p.s.i. The

standard input current chosen was 19.0 milliamperes which was produced

!by a DC battery source of approximately 70 volts. Note also on Fig. 7

the excellent linearity of output and the absence of noticeable hyster-

esis, two properties to be examined later.

A third very desirable characteristic of a pickup is thermal

stability, that is, relative insensitivity to temperature changes in

the medium surrounding the pickup. Three possible effects arise in

consideration of this thermal drift problem. First of these is the

expansion of the diaphragms and the consequent change of applied load

on. the strain tube, second is the change in strain -ire resistance

from increasing temperature and the consequent unbalance in the TKheat-

stone bridge circuit, and third Is the change in output sensitivity as

a result of the resistance change and the change in elastic modulus of

the strain tube and wires with temperature. The relative freedom of a

catenary diaphragm from thermal distortion at temperatures probably en-

countered in the presence of cooling water is pointed out in Reference

3, and the compensation of the strain tube windings for temperature

unbalance has previously been discussed. In order to minimize the varia.

tion of output sensitivity the 9train tube has been constructed of a

stainless steel alloy vith very little change in Young' s modulus with

temperature, and the strain wire material has been chosen on the basis of



ii

the lowest possible thermal coefficient of resistivity consistent with ac-

ceptable elastic changes. The thermal drift tests performed thus f ar have

given an indication of. the combined effects of these three phenomena.

I In these preliminary experiments, which were conducted at the Lewis

-Flight Propulsion Laboratory of the NACA at the request of Princeton Univ-

ersity and the Bureau of Aeronautics, the pickup was mounted on a pressu%-

izable, adapter which was then inserted in the wall of an electric furnace.

The furnace temperature was measured by an iron-constantan thermocouple

recording on a Brown potentionmeter, as was the temperature at a point on

the boss into which the pickup was threaded. Applied pressure was

-observed on a commerbcial quality gauge with an estimated accuracy of

± 20 p.s.i" and pickup output was recorded on a precision Brown recording

potentiometer with a reliable accuracy of. approximately ± .25 millivolts.

Equilibrium temperathrem were established in the furnace in all cases be-

fore pickup output was recorded, representing an elapsed time of ten to

fifteen minutes exposure to elevated temperature at each point.
The results of these tests are exhibited in Fig. 8, where the

variation of output with +emperature is shown at several applied pressures,

The drift over a range of 5000F is approximately A in the curves

shown, but the pressure inaccuracies are great enough to make this

quantity somewhat unreliable. It is interesting to note the action of

the pickup with 400 p.s.i. applied pressure at furnace temperatures

above 5000 F, There was a steady drop in output to a final value of

9700F, where it fell sharply to zero. Following this, the pickup was

renved and checked for electrical continuity, whereupon it was found

that one arm of the strain gauge bridge was broken. The boss temperature

(with thermocouple about one inch from the pickup) indicated a temperature



increase from 760 F at start to 1230 F when the furnace temperature

reached 500 0 F. Above this, the boss temperature rose to a maximum of,

14OF at a point where the rapid drop in output occured. The actual

pickup body temperature may have been appreciably higher than this value

and may havb melted a soft-soldered electrical connection.

Cooling water was flowing through the pickup during the entire

test, and heat transfer rates of the order of 0.1 BTU per square inch

per second were noted. Thus, the diaphragm temperature during the run

probably varied only slightly; and the test constitutes primarily an

examination of the output drift under long-time heating of the pickup

body and strain tube. Thermal gradients undoubtedly existed within

the pickup, particularly along the strain tube, in spite of the

relatively long times involved; and these are practically impossible to

oppose by conpensating windings.

The next property investigated was linearity of output. Fig. 9

shows the results of a calibration test on an original model of the

pickup with a linear range of slightly less than 200 p.s.i. This test

was conducted with a differential pickup without applying a reference

pressure. The action of the safety stops is clearly indicated at both

ends of the linear range. However, there is no sharp change in curvature

at these points to completely invalidate the signal if the applied pressure

slightly exceeds the linear load.. Although the output sensitivity of 0.21

millivolts per p.s.i, was more than adequate for the particular installa-

tion desired in the rocket test cell at Princeton, a linear range of 200

p.s.i, was considered insufficient; so later models of the pickup were con-

structed to extend this as much as possible. This was accomplished at the

cost of a reduction of sensitivity, as may be seen in the calibration



curve of Fig. 10. Here the output signa is approximately 0.13 millivolts

per p.s.i., which is still appreciably greater than that of the absolute

pickup previously discussed. Note the excellent linearity of response

exhibited over a much wider range of differential pressure, in this case

slightly over 600 p.s.i. Again the test was conducted without applying

reference pressure to the inner diaphragm.

The cycling of pressure in the calibration tests shown thus far

illustrate the next important p'7operty to be discussed, namely

hysteresis. A late model differential pressure pickup was tested by

applying 400 p.s.i, steady reference pressure and varying the pressure

on the outer diaphragm through two complete increasing-decreasing cycles.

The results appear in Fig. Ul, where an obvious hysteresis effect is

.T seen. The maximum variation between rising and falling pressure curves

was about 20 p.s.i., definitely an unacceptable amount in an average

reading of 200 to. 400 p.s.i. This inelastic behavior was thought to be

the result of inaccurate forming of the diaphragms over the force-

transmitting spacer ring connecting them, and Li suggested the application

of an over-pressure of about 2500 p.s.i, to both diaphragms simultaneously

to stretch them into a closer fit at the points of tangency to the spacer
I.

ring. This was done and was followed by an application of a slight over-

pressure (1650 p.s.i.) to the outer diaphragm alone to re-seat the

diaphragm assembly onto the strain tube. The resulting calibration

test is shown in Fig. 12. Here three complete cycles of increasing

and decreasing pressure were applied (again with 400 p.s.i. steady

reference pressure) without observing any hysteresis effects within the

experimental accuracy previously indicated. Comparison of the curves

of Figs. 31 and 12 indicates that the application of overpressure



shifted the zero output point slightly bult did not change the strain

tube sensitivity, hence the treatment was considered 'satisfactory.

Of considerable significance in rocket applications is the response

of a pressure pickup to noise, vibration, and acceleration. The errors

introduced by such response are thorough3y discussed by Li and Draper

in Reference 3, where the advantages of catenagr-shaped diaphragms are

treated analytically. The preliminary tests conducted to date to

evaluate this relative insensitivity to non-pressure perturbations are

purely qualitative, but they give evidence of excellent performance

in this respect.

A perfunctory check of these effects consisted of mounting a pickup

firmly to the exterior of a rocket motor where it would be exposed to

the complete spectrum of small vibrations, non-linear and irregular

accelerations, and the ide range of acoustical disturbances usually

associated with rocket combustion. An oscillograph record of the output

under these conditions showed a response of the order of that produced

*i by a pressure of I to 2 p.s.i.

Additional checks on vibration, noise, and accelaration effects

were conducted at the request of Princeton University at Bell Aircraft

Corporation, where in one test acoustic disturbances of unknown ampli-

tude up to frequencies of 20,000 cycles per .second were produced by a high-

powered speaker and directed against the pickup body without noticeable
change in output. Following this, the pickup (with co$ing water flowing

through it) was mounted on a vibration table where harmonic oscillations

of sufficient amplitude to produce 10 g's acceleration were applied to it

at frequencies ranging up to 2,000 cycles per second. Again no response

was observable on the instrument used to indicate output. Two such tests



were performed with the axis of the pickup both parallel and perpendicular

to the vibration direction. A third check was carried out by placing the
pickup on a centrifuge, with its axis in the radial direction. Here steady

accelerations were produced up to a maximum of 28 g's, and again no notice-
able output changes occured.. During these centrifugal tests, however, no

cooling water was flowed through -the pickup, suggesting additional checks

that would be desirable.

Perhpas the greatest single advantage of the double-diaphragm con-

figuration is the ease with which the pressure-sensing element may be

cooled. The space between the two diaphragms offers an ideal passage

for water or other coolants. The details of this construction are

shown in Fig. 13, where arrows indicate the path of cooling water from

inlet to outlet tubes. The water flows down a milled slot in the inlet

side of the pickup body, expands into a semi-annular cavity, passes through

holes in the safety stop and spacer ring, flows between the diaphragms,

and exits by a similar course on the outlet side. Note that there are

actually two possible paths for the water through this space between the

diaphragms, since the safety stop has two separate sets of holes cut in

'it. One set of three radial holes leads the water directly into the

interior area surrounded by the spacer ring, and similar holes in the

diametrically-opposite side of the spacer ring-safety stop assembly lead

the water out. The second set of holes (appearing as hidden lines in

Fig. 13) directs the water through the safety stop and downward at a

slight angle into the annular region between the diaphragms and outside

the periphery of the spacer ring, furnishing cooling water for this

exterior area. Again similar holes appear as exit passages on the opposite

side of the pickup.



The actual effectiveness of this design is illustrated by the exper-

imental heat transfer performance curves in Figs. 14 ani 15. The first of

these represents A stable test run on a small scale uncooled acid-

hydrocarbon rocket motor and the second an unstable, or "screaming" run on

the same motor. These tests were conducted at the Lewis Flight Propulsion

Laboratory of the NACA at the request of Princeton University, and a "dummy"

pickup, i.e., a pickp with all components present except the actual wire-

wound strain tube, was mounted at the nozzle end of the combustion chamber,

The pickup was undamaged in both tests, although the motor wall burned out

under screaming conditions. Since the runs ended at the point where all

three quantities change abruptly, one may conclude that steady-state heat

transfer conditions were never reached. The figures show some interesting

factors. The water temperature rise increases throughout the running time,

and the water flow rate for a constant pressure drop decreases during this

same time. The decrease in flow rate suggests a decrease in liquid coolant

passage cross-section, possibly due to surface boiling on the outer diaphragm.

The very sharp drop in flow observed in the screaming run bears out this

conclusion, since the heat transfer rate also increases sharply without an

appreciable change in flame temperature, a characteristic of the incidence

of boiling heat transfer.

The maximum values of heat transfer rate in each case are significant.

For the normal run, this value is 2.3 BTU per square inch per second,

while for the screaming run it is 3.4 BTU per square inch per second. These

two figures are based on the total exposed area of the face of the pickup,

including the annular area of the support and threads. If the calculations

are based on the area of the 7/16 inch diameter diaphragm alone, the heat

transfer rates for non-screaming and screaming become 5.2 and 7.6 BrU per



square inch per second respectively. The true rates undoubtedly lie somewhere

between these two pairs of values. It is noteworthy that the o.ooU-inch

thick diaphragm withstood the temperatures and pressures existing under such

Iconditions without apparant damages since these heat transfer rates are

above those normally encountered in existing motors. Some later tests in.,

dicate that the pickup will respond without difficulty to oscillations in

pressure up to 5000 cycles per second even at screaming motor conditions.

fowever, the effects of thermal shock and fluctuating temperatures on the

output must be carefully checked before the pickup can be used for accurate

quantitative measurements.
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CLKCISIONS

The investigations reported herein were carried out as one phase of

a study of liquid rocket combustion Jnstability under the sponsorship

of the U.S. Navy Bureau of Aeronautics. A development and test program

was conducted by Princeton University in cooperation with the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

and the Bell Aircraft Corporation. Although a great deal of information

about the performance of the Li-Liu pickup has been obtained, the evalua-

tion tests are not yet complete. Before the instrument becomes comtercially

i available, it is necessary to continue the test program to determine such

factors as response to high-amplitude vibrations, acceleration sensitivity

with static and flowing cooling water, effects of oscillating temperatures

on heat transfer rates and pickup output, and reliability and repeatability

of calibrations.

", However.. on the basis of results obtained to date the pickup appears
quite promising. Frequency response is atceptably high; cooling facilities

are adequate; hystefesis, noise sensitivity, and steady-state thermal drift

are insignificant; and sensitivity and range of linear output are more than

sufficient. These properties, plus the small size, rugged construction,

and simple electrical circuit, make the Li-Liu pickup an excellent instru-

ment for the measurement of pressures in rockets, ramjets, turbojets.,

internal combustion engines, or any other application involving high rates

of energy release.
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